Ansible - Bug #33982
Show variable overrides after roles were added to host
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Description
Steps to reproduce:
1) go to new host detail page, Ansible -> Variables tab
2) go to roles, tab, add roles with variable overrides
3) go back to variables tab - overridden variables for the roles that were added in previous step do not show

Associated revisions
Revision 38a9a28f - 11/26/2021 02:09 PM - Ondřej Pražák
Fixes #33982 - Show newly added variable overrides

Revision 1240f7e8 - 11/30/2021 01:20 PM - Ondřej Ezr
Refs #33982 - network first only on mount
We switched to network first on mount as changes on other tabs can invalidate the cache.
This adds the rule to use cache on all subsequent requests as there is no need to use network when staying on the Tab.

History
#1 - 11/23/2021 01:50 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman_ansible/pull/488 added

#2 - 11/26/2021 03:01 PM - Ondřej Pražák
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman_ansible|38a9a28fde37ec045191e6b77982500ea9072c87.

#3 - 11/30/2021 12:52 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman_ansible/pull/490 added

#4 - 11/30/2021 01:18 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Fixed in Releases foreman_ansible-7.0.0 added